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MISSION TO SENSITISE PARENTS ON CYBER CRIME
Dear Parents,
With the developments in technology, our daily lives are becoming more affected and
governed by devices and by the platforms on which they operate. Unfortunately, with this,
comes concerns regarding Cyber-Safety. There is software that can be installed but how
safe is it? Cyber-crime is on our doorstep and it is a real problem. We need to ensure that
our networks are safe and that our children are aware of the dangers of technology.As we
all know that smartphones have contributed to rise in offences against kids, and expressed
concern over increasing cases of Internet crime against children. “Our’s is a nation with a
lot of small children but unfortunately we are careless in managing our human wealth.
Children are our future, but unfortunately these days parents pamper them by giving
mobile phones,laptops and I pads and other E-Gadgets to play such types of games which
leads to depression and anxiety among them but sometimes parents are not aware actually
what is happening to their children . It is our moral duty to save our future .To make our
parents aware about the CYBER CRIME ,PrePrimary wing is taking initiative in arranging
workshop on this issue on 23rd Sep 2017 .The Workshop will be to equip & train parents,
so that they can educate Children about how to use internet safely.The member of social
media family(i.e Facebook,Twitter,Youtube & watsapp) & their implications will be
discussed about. Various incidents about Cyber Bullying & recently happend crime
associated with Social networking sites will be dicussed about & discussions will be done
that how cyber grooming & Bullying is affecting children’s life severely.
Kindly come and get awared on 23rd Sep 2017 at 9 a.m A.V Room
Interested Parents send their consent to the class teacher by 8th Sep. 2017.

PRINCIPAL

SUPERVISORY HEAD(PS-PP)

=====================================================================
CONSENT FORM
I,___________________ Parent of _________________, Class/sec___________
Is sending consent to attend the WORKSHOP ON CYBER CRIME on 23rd Sep 2017.

Parent’s Signatures

